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EPFR-tracked High Yield Bond Funds recorded their biggest weekly 
outflow in over three years and Emerging Markets Bond Funds saw 
an 11-week inflow streak come to an end during the second week of 
November as a rough patch for global equity markets prompted 
investors to pare back their exposure to riskier asset classes.

The CEE region is booming; Q3 GDP prints all advanced from the 
prior quarter and once again, Romania was the standout 
performer with growth at a hefty 8.8% y/y – the fastest pace since 
the financial crisis and almost 3ppts above the consensus.

I’m going to focus on several charts that I’ve used very recently and 
which, considering recent price action, seem relevant.  And that’s all 
the more so when coupled with some recent headlines.

For those who like listening to Central Bankers, the week ahead
might not be as busy as that just gone, but is busier than normal.
Department stores US side are having a tough time versus online
competitors which shows up in the relative performance of equities

in the midst of fresh broad Usd weakness on US tax reform 
uncertainty as well as some market optimism on Brexit and that EU 
fortnight deadline the Pound has been a relative winner in Nov so 
far.

Core-core momentum remained relatively elevated for a fourth 
consecutive month, confirming that the rise in core prices in recent 
months is more than just the GST tax pass-through.

A sustained rebound of oil prices over the past four months,
combined with Fed's balance sheet unwind have removed the
marginal easing space that possibly existed in EM Asia.

Stay long or buy into dips for gains, through 9.8906, towards a 
medium-term equality target at 10.2240. 
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Know the Flows

The Context

By Cameron Brandt, Director of Research

EPFR-tracked High Yield Bond Funds recorded their biggest weekly
outflow in over three years and Emerging Markets Bond Funds saw an
11-week inflow streak come to an end during the second week of
November as a rough patch for global equity markets prompted
investors to pare back their exposure to riskier asset classes. Both
Europe Equity and Bond Funds experienced net outflows and
redemptions from Bank Loan Funds hit levels last seen in mid-1Q16.

With some major equities indexes posting declines for five or more
straight days, even the year's biggest fresh money magnets -- Global
Equity Funds -- struggled, with flows into this group the smallest
since their current inflow streak began in late 4Q16.

Overall, flows for all EPFR-tracked Bond Funds were negative for the
first time since March while Equity Funds attracted $3.6 billion and
Money Market Funds saw over $14 billion flow out. Redemptions
from Japan Money Market Funds hit a 71-week high.

At the single country and asset class fund levels, France Equity Funds
experienced their biggest redemptions since early May and UK Equity
Funds posted outflows for the 10th straight week while Italy Bond
Funds snapped an outflow streak stretching back to early April.
Mortgage Backed Bond Funds recorded their 11th consecutive inflow,
Inflation Protected Bond Funds posted their biggest inflow since mid-
1Q17 and Total Return Bond Funds added another $700 million to
their year-to-date inflow tally.

SECTOR FUND FLOWS

Investors continued stuffing EPFR-tracked Technology Sector Funds with
fresh money during the second week of November and snapped
Healthcare/Biotechnology Sector Funds longest run of outflows since
1Q16 despite the uncertain outlook for US tax reform. But redemptions
from Energy Sector Funds jumped to a 15-week high and Commodities
Sector Funds posted their smallest inflow since early August, reflecting
the impact of weaker than expected Chinese macroeconomic data and
greater than expected US oil inventories.

Also recording inflows were Financial Sector Funds, which attracted
fresh money for the ninth time in the past 10 weeks.

Continued p4
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Know the Flows – cont’d

The Context

Funds with US mandates absorbed the bulk of these inflows, with
investors anticipating the greater pricing power another US interest rate
hike will bring and the potential cost benefits of proposals to lighten the
regulation of smaller banks.

BOND FUND FLOWS

EPFR Global-tracked Bond Funds saw a 33-week run of inflows come to
an end in mid-November as investors bailed out of funds dedicated to
riskier asset classes such as junk bonds, emerging markets local
currency debt and bank loans. US Bond Funds posted outflows overall

for only the second time year-to-date and Emerging Markets Bond Funds
for the third time while redemptions from Europe Bond Funds hit an
eight week high.

High Yield Bond Funds recorded their biggest outflow since the first week
of August, 2014, when tensions between Russia and the Ukraine were at
their height, Portugal was bailing out one of its banks and Italy was in its
third recession since the financial crisis began in 2008. Funds with US
mandates accounted for $5 billion of the headline number, but Europe HY
Funds posted their largest outflow since early 3Q17 and Global HY Funds
since early August.

EPFR recently released their new platform which is a scalable research and analytics site, utilizing flow and allocation data to drive investment 
signals, create data visualizations, and support analysis and insight.

For more information about the new EPFR platform, please visit the EPFR Platform launch page.

Back to Index Page

http://pages.pentonmktgsvcs.com/EPFR-Launch-2017
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The Fed Issuance, Inflation, Rebalancing = Flattening

The Context

By David Ader, Chief Macro Strategist

I’m going to focus on several charts that I’ve used very recently
and which, considering recent price action, seem relevant. And
that’s all the more so when coupled with some recent headlines.
One chart I refer to shows the YTD total returns for the S&P 500
and the Aggregate Bond Index. The former is up 15% this year and
the latter up 3%. To wit, as we approach the end of the year and
confront cautionary warnings about equity valuations, ongoing
moderate inflation figures, a hiking Fed and tax ‘reform’
uncertainties, booking profits and rebalancing the price action
makes prudent sense.

So it was with great interest that I read that T. Rowe Price is
cautious on stocks in 2018 – this comes from their Global Market
Outlook. The issue is simply that expectations are high and so
upside surprises are limited in terms of earnings forecasts. As far
back as August, other cautionary notes were offered by PIMCO, T.
Rowe and last week Jeffrey Gundlach of DoubleLine reiterated his
views (especially on junk and EM), and we’ve heard similar
concerns from Ray Dalio of Bridgewater on stocks as well as
bonds. I know I’m not offering insights you won’t find in
numerous headlines, but thought the consistent warnings were
worth noting because at some point such large asset influencers
might follow through with action.

Indeed, that was the case when it was reported that CalPERS was
looking at adding to its current bond market exposure of 19% to as
much as 44% and shedding equity exposure from 50% now to as
little as 34%. In an interview with Bloomberg, Keith Brainard of
the National Association of State Retirement Administrators put it
succinctly, “The markets have had a pretty good run and it’s

possible CalPERS staff is thinking this might be a good time to
lock in some of the gains.” Ya think?

In a conversation I just had with one journalist, she asked if the
problem with the market was the weakness in junk or concerns
with China’s debt markets. My response was that, sure, those
were elements but more a reflection of things after the fact.
That is, price action can beget price action, but that there are
catalysts to start the process. In the case of stocks and risk
assets more broadly I’d say there are several things at hand:

The curve is flat. This could be telling us something. It’s not yet
predicting a recession, but surely is saying that inflation is not a
market problem even the Fed’s models say it will be and keeps
them engaged. It could be saying that the Fed is erring towards a
policy error, or at the very least that the market doesn’t see the
same threat the Fed sees.

People have said for months that markets were vulnerable but
didn’t dare sell fearing we’d miss the rest of the rally. It
reminds me a bit of what people are saying about Roy Moore –
he should step down if he’s guilty. Yeah, I’ve heard ‘stocks are
rich, but could rally more.’ If you doubt stocks are costly,
consider the average hourly wage needed to buy a share of the
S&P 500.

Incomes are poor. I’m sorry, but REAL incomes are poor at, post
the CPI report, up just 0.4% if you look at Average Weekly and
Hourly Earnings YoY. Seriously, that’s not strong. The dipping in
the Savings Rate is what’s allowing for okay Retail Sales, but with
Real Income gains I can’t see that lasting and perhaps that’s what
the stock market is telling us.

Continued p6
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The Fed Issuance, Inflation, Rebalancing = Flattening – cont’d

The Context

The Fed amongst others. To negate that central bank largesse
hasn’t had something to do with the strength of risk assets seems
kind of lame. Thus, to say that when that largesse
slows down, stops, or reverses won’t have some negative impact
also seems rather lame. But that’s where central banks are. The
Fed is hiking and shrinking its balance sheet. Canada is hiking, too.
The ECB will do that, and so we, too we hear from the BoE. For
every action there is an equal and opposite reaction.

Donald Trump and Congress. Seriously, investigate Hillary
Clinton? Seriously, we are mostly adults, do we need read his
superficial and emotional tweets? Do we gain any insight to hear
his self-conscious recital of how well he did in Asia, or that
everything that came before was disastrous, or that the low
unemployment rate or GDP is because of him? The claims and
hyperboles should make experienced market people cringe.
There’s a lot of sizzle from the White House though policy-wise
less steak.

(I will get some criticism for bringing ‘politics’ into this, but it’s not
about politics but style and credibility. The latter is what makes
me, and I think the markets, uncomfortable. For the President to
lay claim to the stock market’s performance, low unemployment,
referring to various deals as ‘the worst’ and ‘disastrous’ just
doesn’t resonate with a sense of mature and considered leadership
to say nothing of credibility. I suppose a 38% approval rating
supports that view and I think the risk is it will impact markets in
due course. FYI, from Jan 2009 to Jan 2017, the S&P 500 was up
250%, i.e. Obama’s regime. The Aggregate Bond Index was up
136%. Doing the simple math, if Trump has eight years in office
and manages 15% gains in each of those years, the S&P 500 will be
up 266%, not such a grand outperformance vs. the mess inherited.)

Which is to say, the risk markets have discounted a lot of good news
from Washington regarding taxes on corporations and the like.
Discounting does tend to run its course.

Did I mention China’s credit issues and rich junk bonds?

CHARTS AND THEMATICS:

The following set of charts are, as noted above, ones I’ve used
recently. Given my monologue I figured the visual of the items I’m
talking about were worth noting.

Let’s start with one view of whether stocks are rich or not. There is,
of course, the S&P 500 Shiller Index (CAPE) which is one measure of
rich P/Es and who am I to argue?

Continued p7
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The Fed Issuance, Inflation, Rebalancing = Flattening – cont’d

The Context
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Then there’s the Ader S&P Wage Subtlety which I’m sure I borrowed 
from someone else years ago that looks at the cost in Average Hourly 
Earnings of a share of the S&P 500.  To wit, you need to work 116 hours 
to buy one unit of the S&P 500.  The 10-yr MA of that is 79 hours and the 
5-yr is 95 hours.  At 116, we’re at an historic high.  Maybe this simply 
means that AHE is not relevant any more or more insidiously points out 
that only the rich can afford stocks.  But you get the broader points and 
the accompanying charts illustrate.

Next is a view of REAL Hourly and Weekly Earnings (the weekly takes into 
account hours worked) and the Savings Rate.   What you see is that the 
wage measures are up 0.4% YoY, weak by historic standards and at odds 
with the stronger gain in various consumption measures.   The gains in 
consumption therefore come from broad gains in employment, plus out 
of savings which at a 3.4% rate is near the lows of this recovery and were 
only surpassed in the heady days of 2005-7 when not only did we dip 
into savings but borrowed heavily to consume.
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More Central Bank Verbal & Some US Shopping

The Context

By Marcus Dewsnap, Senior Research Analyst

For those who like listening to Central Bankers, the week ahead
might not be as busy as that just gone, but is busier than normal.

The ECB chief is in the European Parliament (Monday) for two
sessions, each with a different hat on. The first testimony is as ECB
head, the second as Chair of the European Systemic Risk Board
(ESRB). His tone nor information content isn’t likely to change from
recent speeches. What might be interesting is whether he follows his
concluding paragraph from Friday’s oration:

‘With the recovery ongoing, now is the right moment for the
euro area to address further challenges to stability. This
means actively putting our fiscal houses in order and building
up buffers for the future – not just waiting for growth to
gradually reduce debt. It means implementing structural
reforms that will allow our economies to converge and grow
at higher speeds over the long term. And it means addressing
the remaining gaps in the institutional architecture of our
monetary union.’

Full text HERE

This speech could easily double as dry run for his hearings. And to be
fair, Draghi has been banging on this fiscal door for some time.
Further, there are concerns that governments who were reluctant
during in the austere years to pursue structural reforms, will now use
quickening growth as an excuse not to bother. There is some irony
that Constancio chairs a panel at an ECB conference on ‘Public Debt.
Fiscal policy and EMU deepening’ (see HERE for more). Coeure also
appears (Tuesday and again Thursday).

Other ECBers include Nowotny at a European Economic Integration
conference, Lautenschlaeger at the IIF the same day (Monday), Villeroy at
a gathering on bank resolution and Nouy on banking regulation (Friday).

Given Mersch’s recent comments (see HERE) that economic growth
projections will possibly be revised upwards in December and investors,
therefore, should not expect another extension of the asset purchase
programme after September 2018, the tone of all ECBers in this context
will be interesting as to whether the same line is toed. The minutes to
that last policy meeting (Thursday) will be pored over for such clues.

Might both the economic growth and policy angles (latter the Mersch
point on QE) support another Euro rally? 3-month Eur/Usd risk reversals
point to a stronger Euro (see graph below).

Continued p9

https://www.ecb.europa.eu/press/key/date/2017/html/ecb.sp171117.en.html
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/pub/conferences/html/20171120_fiscal_conference.en.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2017/11/16/ecb-board-member-says-normalization-of-interest-rates-will-be-gradual.html
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More Central Bank Verbal & Some US Shopping – cont’d

The Context

In contrast, positioning via CFTC could be interpreted as being too long
Euro. The trade weighted Euro runs the risk of dampening forecasts
though i.e. too strong, ironic in that it is relative growth outlooks
supporting the single currency!

In addition to the above speech, Villeroy is also in London (Thursday)
talking to the French Chamber of Commerce and then at the London
Business School. BREXIT will surely come-up.

It is difficult to know precisely where negotiations stand. Just about the
only thing we know for sure is that the EU hasn’t altered its stance on
what needs to be sorted before trade negotiations can begin and that
we aren’t there yet. More irony from the UK’s Chief negotiator David
Davis though. Pleading with the EU not to put politics over prosperity
when it was UK politics which caused the issue in the first place seems …
misplaced.

Into this, the UK Budget (Wednesday) which is probably best summed
by Lloyds preview: Between a Rock and a Hard Place. Little room for
‘giveaways’ is compounded by a probable downgrade to the OBR’s
productivity growth assumptions. The latter will force down economic
expansion forecasts, with a detrimental impact on government
finances. The ‘good news’, so far this fiscal year, government borrowing
is below official expectations offered in the Spring Budget.

STERLING continues to run close to the bottom of its long-term range
on a trade weighted basis (see graph below).

Continued p10
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More Central Bank Verbal & Some US Shopping – cont’d

The Context
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US Thanksgiving (Thursday) makes for a quiet week on the data front.
Black Friday is supposed to be the biggest shopping day of the year and
the start of the ‘shopping season’. Several major stores are opening their
doors a day earlier. Possibly in an effort to compete with online retailers.
Department stores US side are having a tough time versus online
competitors – which shows up in the relative performance of equities
(see below).

The FT’s John Authers (HERE) also points out the emergence of new ETFs
which short the bricks-and-mortar outfits.

Some folks will say Sterling depreciation will make UK exports cheaper
to the nation’s largest trading partner. If there is no Brexit trade deal,
the reality of WTO tariffs might just alter that dynamic.

Elsewhere, FOMC minutes will be eagerly awaited (Wednesday).
However, the value is somewhat diminished given the Fed’s desire to
look through below target inflation in favour of a December rate hike.
As we have mentioned before, financial conditions have become a far
more important element of the Fed’s reaction function. By just about
every measure, conditions are extremely loose (something the WSJ
picks-up on HERE). This forms a significant argument in favour of tighter
policy. Is there anything that might significantly tighten financial
conditions? The widening of credit and high yield spreads might have if
sustained. However, this might just have created a buy-the-dip
mentality as spreads narrowed sharply once more … looser financial
conditions, therefore nothing to prevent a rate hike.

https://www.ft.com/content/77784830-cb24-11e7-ab18-7a9fb7d6163e
https://blogs.wsj.com/moneybeat/2017/11/16/financial-conditions-are-loosest-since-1994/
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The Gbp Week - Bias is Neutral-to-Bullish

The Context
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By Tony Nyman, Head G10 FX

Expected Gbp/Usd trading range this week is 1.3150/1.3350.

As suspected, last week's big data releases (UK CPI,
employment/AWE and retail sales) proved no game-changer.
However, in the midst of fresh broad Usd weakness on US tax
reform uncertainty as well as some market optimism on Brexit
and that EU fortnight deadline the Pound has been a relative
winner in Nov so far.

Clearly, there are still plenty of mixed messages/red headlines
filtering through, but there have been enough positive noises
from the likes of even Barnier, Tusk and Merkel that some
compromise can be made. The UK govt, meanwhile, though it
publicly stutters from one crisis to the next (cabinet resignations
on inappropriate behaviour, possible leadership challenge), but
behind the scenes they seem to be readying an improved
divorce bill offer in the hope of acceptance so those key trade
talks can begin to take place. So, there is a plan after all and the
market is semi-buying it!

Some more data of note again this week too, with Q3 GDP
(second read) Thurs the clear highlight. Median is 0.4% q/q
again, with Bbg poll extremes at 0.4% and 0.5%, which suggests
no major market impact. Plenty of BOE speak Tues, incl Carney,
and the UK budget Wed, with investors believing Chancellor
Hammond's hands are tied by weaker OBR growth forecasts. So,
yes, Brexit and related headlines will stay main focus and Gbp
driver ahead of the key Dec 14/15 EU summit.

RISKS - Same again, the plethora of Brexit related headlines and the size of
the divorce bill and Cons Party in-fighting. It's also a fairly neutrally
positioned spec market, i.e. IMM net shorts reduced to -4533 in the week to
Nov 14. Will investors be prepared to go long Gbp rather than just cutting
back on shorts? EPFR wise though, there has been 10 straight weeks of
outflows from UK focused equities (all domiciles) ETFs/mutual funds, this
time -Usd 252.7mln. This is a series that our partners suggest is the best
gauge of prevailing international investor sentiment. Longer-term, we remain
relative bears and await fresh sell opportunities.

Would you like a full G10 FX Week report? 
Please contact sales@informagm.com if interested.

mailto:sales@informagm.com
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The CEE Region is Booming

The Context

By Natalie Rivett, Senior Emerging Markets Analyst

The CEE region is booming; Q3 GDP prints all advanced from the prior 
quarter and once again, Romania was the standout performer with 
growth at a hefty 8.8% y/y – the fastest pace since the financial crisis 
and almost 3ppts above the consensus.  Czech and Polish growth also 
topped forecasts, accelerating to 5.0% and 4.7% y/y respectively

Continued p13
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The CEE Region is Booming – cont’d

The Context

The recovery in the Euro area has fed into CEE economies, by fuelling

demand for their exports (via supply chains), while higher EU flows of

investment funds are particularly supportive of investment growth

throughout the region. Additionally, low unemployment rates, which

are well below averages since 1995 (see below), and strong wage

growth are helping to drive up private consumption. This is all

contributing to the robust economic growth seen throughout the CEE

region so far this year that not only raises questions over sustainability,

but whether central banks will be forced to hike rates sooner and at a

faster pace than the markets are currently expecting.

Moreover, with regards to Romania, there is a very clear risk of

overheating. Labour resources will become more strained, while the

effects of tax cuts and salary hikes that have fuelled the current

consumption-led economic growth will recede as higher inflation

starts to erode consumer purchasing power. Romanian Central Bank

Governor Isarescu recently warned that to ensure growth is

sustainable, the country must address labour shortages, increase its use
of EU development funds and refrain from stimulating the economy
further.

A look at the performance of the Polish, Czech and Romanian equity
indices ytd would suggest investors have already priced in this robust
economic growth and the subsequent implications this will have for
monetary policy, as the sharp acceleration seen in the first six months of
the year has now tailed off across the board.

Continued p14
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The CEE Region is Booming – cont’d
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This appears to correlate with the aggregated cumulative equity flows
data from EPFR, which peaked in July above USD80mn, but has since
moderated below USD60mn as weekly fund flows develop a trend of net
redemptions.

Czech and Romanian local currency 10-year government bond yields

have outperformed their CEE peers year to date, the former in

particular, has risen clear of 100bp ytd. The bulk of the yield increases

are from September. The Czech Republic has already embarked on a

tightening cycle, while Romania has made a move towards tighter

policy by narrowing the corridor around the benchmark over the past

two meetings.

So far, however, bond fund flows via EPFR (Czech, Romania, Poland
aggregated, on a country flows basis) show no signs of investors
becoming overly nervous, although the pace of net inflows has slowed over

the past two months.

Two related issues are impacting here. Firstly, ECB bond purchases (aligned

with net issuance concerns) continue to ‘incentivise’ investors to look

elsewhere. Secondly, the global hunt for yield remains a force to be

reckoned with.

Czech and Romanian curves are flattening, which is to be expected during a

hiking cycle as the short-end rises in relation to the longer tenor. The 10-

year increase might be an alert that investors are becoming concerned that

inflationary pressures are building. Spreads versus Bunds are also widening

– usually a risk alert, but in this case, is also to do with low German

issuance and ECB’s QE downward pressure on Eurozone yields in general.

There is still scope for further yield upside as both the CNB and NBR could

hike more than anticipated. CNB Governor Rusnok, for instance, recently

suggested that Czech rates could return to normal, at 3.00%, in one to two

years, which is significantly higher than the market implied policy rate for

two years, at less than 1.50%. Even in Poland there is room for a repricing

of the bond curve, with the market currently pricing in just one 25bp hike

in 12 months.

The hunt for yield might be enough to keep flows positive. However, there

is a risk of policy error, i.e. unwarranted tighter policy. If investors begin to

believe this and move cash out of these funds, yields could drive higher

still.
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Moody’s moves Indian debt; Short term bonds still at risk

THE CONTEXT

India's October CPI rate came in slightly higher than expectations, firming
to a 7-month high of 3.58% y/y, against market consensus of 3.4% and
September's 3.28%.

Taking a closer look at the picture, we note that core-core momentum
remained relatively elevated for a fourth consecutive month, confirming
that the rise in core prices in recent months is more than just the GST tax
pass-through. With the core netting food, energy and housing from
headline inflation, this should be the cleanest measure of inflationary
pressures.

The monthly momentum of this core measure rose by 0.5% (month on
month, seasonally adjusted) for a second successive month in October.
For comparison, this monthly momentum averaged just 0.2 % in the first
six months of the year, before accelerating to 0.5% in July, likely reflecting
the GST impact.

With the monthly momentum abating to 0.3% in August, the increase in
core-momentum seemed like a one-time GST-induced increase.
However, the fact that momentum has re-accelerated to 0.5% (all
seasonally adjusted) over the last two months, suggests that either
pricing power is slowly picking up, as the economy shakes off the impact
of demonetization/GST, or rising input costs (oil/commodities) are being
passed on.

Growing inflationary pressures combined with a sharp increase in crude
prices and the mounting pressure on the fiscal deficit have removed the
marginal easing space that possibly existed. With the negative gap set to
narrow and inflation set to trend above the RBI's target of 4% in 2018,

By Tim Cheung, Riki Zhang, Michelle Kwek
we now see a case for a rate pause not just in December’s policy
meeting but also in the foreseeable future, as the focus also shifts
towards the transmission of past rate cuts through better capital
adequacy and benchmark based lending rates.

Since we provided our view on Indian bonds in the Asia FI Strategy dated
25 October, India bond yields had been rising, with the 10-year yield
revisiting it’s mid-year-high of 6.98% set at the beginning of May this
year (chart 1), then sent scurrying above 7.00% to hit the highest since
September 6th 2016 on November 16th before erasing a dramatic, near
20bps on the one notch upgrade by Moody’s of India’s sovereign rating,
to Baa2 from Baa3.

Continued p16
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Moody’s moves India, Short term bonds still at risk – cont’d

THE CONTEXT

That said, the initial euphoria towards the Moody’s upgrade could
easily fade away, amidst hovering concerns over India’s rising inflation
and fiscal discipline; which would result in the whole INR yield curve
shifting back upwards, on a continued liquidation of long positions.

Moody’s upgraded India's local and foreign currency issuer ratings for the 1st time since 
2004 (Nov 16) to Baa2 from Baa3 and changed its outlook on the rating to stable from 
positive.
 The upgrade now places India one notch higher than the lowest investment grade on 

Moody’s rating scale and puts it in the same rank as countries such as Philippines, Spain 
and Columbia. 

 The decision to upgrade India’s ratings was underpinned by Moody’s expectations that 
continued progress on econ and institutional reforms, will, over time, enhance India's 
high growth potential and its large and stable financing base for government debt, and 
will likely contribute to a gradual decline in the general government debt burden over 
the medium term.

 In the meantime, while India's high debt burden remains a constraint on the country's 
credit profile, Moody's believes that the reforms put in place have reduced the risk of a 
sharp increase in debt, even in potential downside scenarios.

 The upgrade is viewed as a welcome affirmation of the series of reforms put in place by 
Prime Minister Modi since he came to power, which include GST, demonetisation, the 
inflation-targeting monetary policy framework, the Bankruptcy Act, bank 
recapitalization, Aadhaar and the Direct Benefits Transfer system and notably reflects 
both concurrent reforms as well as the longer term prospects of India.

 In terms of market impact, Moody’s upgrade was aptly timed and came just after a 
selloff in India’s sovereign bonds, triggered by concerns over quickening inflation, had 
pushed the 10yr INR benchmark yield to above 7.00% (currently 6.91%) . 

 India’s improved risk profile looks more-so to bear immediate benefits for Indian 
corporates looking to borrow dollar funds from abroad, by directly lowering their cost of 
borrowing - with USD bonds by Indian corporates tightening 3-4bps vs US Treasuries on 
the short end on Friday and 5-8bps in the long end. 

 Indian conglomerate, Reliance Industries, has been the first off the block to take 
advantage by opening books for a 10-yr USD Reg S/144a bond and is also looking to raise 
another $1bn through syndicated commercial loans from international lenders .  

 Pricing levels for USD deals are set to be competitive given the limited USD supply by 
Indian issuances this year (total Usd 11.085bn vs Usd 402.44bn all of APAC YTD)  whilst 
credit attention will also turn to whether Standard & Poor’s and Fitch Ratings, who rank 
India one notch lower at BBB+ (stable) and  BBB- (stable) respectively,  will follow 
Moody’s footsteps.

Prior to the Moody’s upgrade, the considerably worse off
performance of INR long-term bonds had resulted in a steeper curve
slope, with 10yr-3yr spread reaching a 21-month wide 47bps (see
below)

However in our view, the front end of the yield curve might be
starting to price in an extended RBI pause, by making a catch-up
upwards move. This in turn would result in a correction of the curve
slope. “By default”, the Moody’s upgrade has already aided this
correction, with the 10yr-3yr spread crunching back in 10bp to 37bp
and a 30-35bp spread seen likely over the next 2-3 months.
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Asian bonds seen turning more sensitive to supply outlook

THE CONTEXT

A sustained rebound of oil prices over the past four months,
combined with Fed's balance sheet unwind have removed the
marginal easing space that possibly existed in EM Asia.

Central banks in the region have also hinted of late that there isn't
any room for monetary easing, even if seeing no immediate need for
rate hike, with Bank of Korea minutes released on 7th November
proving hawkish, Bank Negara Malaysia taking on a hawkish tilt at its
last policy meeting, saying it could review policy stance, and latest
inflation figures also suggesting there is no room for Reserve Bank of
India to cut further.

Yield curves in the region appear to have already started to price in a
bottoming of interest rates, even if not a hawkish turn of the regional
central banks.

Take a look at the 10-year part of the government bond yield curve in
selected countries, we note:
 India: 7.05%, vs 6.66%; +39bp
 Korea: 2.61%, vs 2.37%; +24bp
 Malay: 4.08%, vs 3.92%; +16bp
 Indo : 6.66%, vs 6.50%; +16bp
 Thai : 2.37%, vs 2.29%; + 8bp
 Sing : 2.18%, vs 2.20%; - 2bp

By Tim Cheung, Riki Zhang

While fund managers' demand for bonds are decreasing due to an
emergence of net redemptions, bond market performance has also turned
more sensitive to supply-side factors.

So far in this month, gross issuance in Asia is estimated to be USD26.23bn.
After the maturities in size of USD6.35bn are netted out, net supply is at
USD19.8bn. India has a net issuance as large as +USD9.3bn, followed by
Korea's +USD9.1bn. The next largest positive net issuance is below
+USD2bn. Singapore is the only country that has negative net issuance (i.e.
maturities exceed gross supply), which is in size of USD3.3bn.

Taking another look at the 10-year yield changes in India, Korea and
Singapore, we can conclude that without fresh impetus, an individual
country's government bond market performance might continue to be
more sensitive to the supply outlook over the near term.

In fact, investors (domestic as well as foreign) have been losing
appetite for EM Asia ex-Japan bond funds since the beginning of this
quarter (chart 1 right top), with three weeks of net redemptions
quarter to date, suggesting the rise in bond yields during the period
is quite flow-driven. If this flow picture deteriorates, there is also a
good chance that the uptrend of the bond yields will extend.
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The Context

EUR/NOK – 3-year continuation projects significantly higher levels

Technical Analysis by Martin Jones

Back to Index Page

• Breaking above 9.6291 to confirm 
completion of a 3-year triangle 
continuation

• MACD has turned positive to endorse the 
latest up-swing off the reversal/higher 
platform above 9.2212

• With 9.7482 now also being pierced the 
next focus is 9.8906 (2014 spike high)

• Through the 2014 peak will open 
psychological 10.0000, ahead of 10.2240 
(equality of 8.3128-9.7482 from 8.7889).  
Longer-term, though, the triangle does 
indicate upside beyond this point 

• November’s higher floor at 9.4296 should 
underpin any dips while only sub 9.2212 
causes real concern

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Stay long or buy into dips for gains, through 
9.8906, towards a medium-term equality 
target at 10.2240. Suggest placing a stop 
under 9.4296 or 9.2973.

 

Resistance Levels 
R5 1375.34 2016 top – 11 July, nr 1x 1122/1296 off 1204 (1378) and 11mth rising channel top (1379)  
R4 1357.61 2017 peak – 8 September 
R3 1334.42 15 September 2017 high, near 76.4% retrace of 1357.61/1260.67 fall 
R2 1320.14 18 September 2017 high, near 61.8% retrace of 1357.61/1260.67 fall 
R1 1306.11 16 October 2017 high 

Support Levels 
S1 1260.67 6 October 2017 low, nr 27 October 2017 low (1263.85)/3mth rising trendline (1265.75) 
S2 1251.61 8 August 2017 low, near 11-month rising channel support at 1254.67 
S3 1240.16 76.4% retrace of 1204.90/1357.61 rally, near 50% retrace of 1122.89/1357.61 (1240.25) 
S4 1212.55 61.8% retrace of 1122.89/1357.61 rally 
S5 1204.90 10 July 2017 higher low 
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